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Okay the date is October 23,2009. The time is 1643 hours. I am Craig Meidl and I am 
here with Sherry Prickett. We are at Sherry Prickett's house at 3313 E. 4th in Mead, WA. 
The IA control number is 09-059. This is an investigation into Sgt. Thoma and an 
incident that occurred on September 23,2009 at about 1700 hours. 

CM - Lt. Craig Meidl 
SP - Sherry Prickett 

CM - Can you briefly go over the incident with me from your perspective? 

SP - Uh hum. So you want me to just... 

CM - Yup, just tell your story if you could. 

SP - Okay. Uhm I pulled up, stopped at a red light and was waiting for the light to 
change when I felt somebody run into the back of me. So I looked in my rear view 
mirror and seen that there was a ... a male in a truck behind me. And it's on a really busy 
highway and they're just uh puttin' in the freeway entrances so uhm I made it through the 
light and there was no place to pull over until I got underneath the freeway so I pulled 
over onto a dirt part of the road and seen him comin' so I rolled down my window 'cause 
he wasn't lookin' at me and so I started wavin' my arm and my hand for him to pull over 
but he just. .. he ... he just kept on goin' . 

CM - Okay. And then after he drove past you what did you do next? 

SP - Well I started foUowin' him and I called my husband. We only live like six blocks 
from where it happened so my husband, uh, came out and drove and met us at the ... out on 
the road and so I started followin' him and ... he started driving uh erratically. He ca ... he 
went clear off the side of the road like he wanted to pass this wrecker truck or somethin' 
in front of him like he was tryin' ... to me it looked like he was tryin' to get away 'cause 
there was, you know, a long road of traffic there and then he swung way over to the other 
side into the shoulder on the dirt part like he wanted to pass on the dirt side of the road. 
And then he came back in so I told my husband, I said, "You know lets just not follow 
this guy no more 'cause he's crazy; there's somethin' wrong here and we'll just pull up to 
the light and get his license plate number." So when we pulled up to the light, uhm, there 
was a truck next to me and there was two women in it and they said that...that they had 
Crime Check on the phone and they were following him and that they seen ... uh ... that they 
seen him hit me and they seen me try to wave him down and they seen how he was 
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drivin' crazy and they said they're gonna follow him 'cause someone has to ... someone 
has to stop him or at least follow him because ofthe way he was drivin'. And I says, 
"Well you know I was just gonna let him go 'cause he's crazy. But if you wanna follow 
him a little bit further," I said, "Okay I'll follow him." 'Cause I didn't wanna do it by 
myself. So we followed him and he pulled over in the Yoke's parking lot. 

CM - Okay and then you actually contacted Thoma in the parking lot. Can you kinda go 
over how that contact occurred? 

SP - Who's that the ... 

CM - Uhm your contact with ... 

SP - ... Crime Check? 

CM - ... uh no, I'm sorry your uhm ... you actually had a conversation with Thoma. Can 
you go over how that conversation occurred from the time you pulled into the parking 
lot? 

SP - Oh see I don't even know his name. 

CM-Okay. 

SP - So is that the ... 

CM - Yes Thoma is the driver of the vehicle that struck you. 

SP - Oh, okay. 

CM- Yes. 

SP - I don't even know .. .! don't know his name. So uhm well I was on the phone with 
Crime Check and she said ... we pulled over in the parking lot and she said, "Can you see 
him?" And I said, "No, he's not out of his truck yet." And so they were still tryin' to get 
the information, exactly where we were and the license plate and all that stuff. So I'm 
sitting there waiting and I says, "Oh he's getting out," so we hung up and I got out of my 
truck then and walked to the back and he was headed into the ... towards into the store. 
And so I said, "Hey, you hit me." And uh ... so then he turned around and he said uh ... he 
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said uh, "Yeah," he says, "1. .. 1 admit it. 1 hit you. He says, "But you didn't stop so 1 
followed you here." And 1 says, "No, we followed you here." 1 said ... and about that time 
the other police vehicle 1 thi~ pulled up simultaneously to that point...pretty much so. 

eM - Okay so when he got out ofhis ... was he ... he was sitting in his vehicle, uhm, at first 
in the parking lot. .. you guys were all just sitting in your vehicles ... 

SP- Yeah. 

eM - ... initially? 

SP - 1 could ... 

eM - How long ... 

SP - .. .I couldn't see him 'cause he has a canopy or somethin'. So 1 couldn't see him 
sitting in his truck. I had no idea what he was doin'. 

eM - How long do you think he was sitting ... from the time you first noticed him parked 
in a parking stall in the Yoke's parking lot until he exited the vehicle ... how long do you 
think passed? 

SP - Like 1 said it seemed like forever but it was probably ... maybe two minutes. 
c ... 

eM - Two minutes or so,You're all sitting in the parking lot and he finally gets out ofthe 
vehicle? 

SP- Yeah. 

eM - What did uhm ... when he got out of the vehicle did you notice any unusual behavior 
as far as uh balance or anything along those lines or ... ? 

SP - Well I didn't see him until he got all the way out and was headed into the store and 
he just kinda turned around and ... 

eM - Okay. Were you between him and the store or were you on the opposite side of the 
store? 
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SP - He was walkin' away from me towards the store. 

CM - Okay. Did it appear to you as ifhe was getting ready to go into the store? 

SP - Well I'm sure that's where he was headed 'cause that's all that's there. He got outta 
the truck and headed to ... you know down the aisle towards the store. 

CM - Okay. 1. .. 1 wanted to go back again and kind of go over uhm .. .in a little more 
detail from the beginning. When he hit your vehicle ... can you describe about how hard 
that was? Can you kinda characterize how hard ... was it a nudge, a bump, a crash, a 
thump? I mean can you ... 

SP - It was more like .. .it wasn't a big heavy jar you know .. .it wasn't like there was gonna 
be a lot of damage there. But he definitely ... because of his vehicle ... you know you can 
just.. .I've been bumped into before and he ... he came up onto the truck and then what was 
weird is 'cause of his size of his truck when he backed back off...'cause he backed back 
off of me ... my truck actually came back up into the air. 

CM - Oh, okay. 

SP - Because ... you know ... so that's kinda what it was. 

CM - So he actually ... when you say "came up onto your truck" his bumper went up on 
top of your ... 

SP- Yeah. 

CM - ... bumper? 

SP- Yeah. 

CM - Okay. And he actually ... after the contact...he actually put it in reverse right away ... 

SP - Well I would say ... 

CM - ... and backed up? 
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SP - ... he backed up or just rolled back off. One or the other because it... there was .... you 
know definitely movement come back up off my truck. 

eM - Was there any kind of noise? Do you remember a sound or noise of the contact? 

SP - Not really. I just thought to myself, "Oh boy, somebody rear-ended me." 

eM - Okay. Was there any doubt...obviously there's no doubt in your mind that contact 
had been made. Based on the force of the contact ... and I use that...the force ... the term 
force generically ... based on the force of the contact would it have been possible for the 
driver of the other vehicle to ... to not know that they hit you? In other words could they 
have hit you and not known it? 

SP - I wouldn't think so, no. 

eM-Okay. 

SP - Because my vehicle stopped his. 

eM - Your vehicle actually stopped his? 

SP - Well I would say so, yeah, 'cause he came up on top of me which means he was still 
movin' and I wasn't. So I would say my vehicle stopped his. 

eM - Okay so his vehicle probably came to an abrupt stop because of your...hitting your 
vehicle? 

SP - Yeah or slowly. You know he wasn't slowin' down quick enough and it just...I 
ended up stoppin' it. 

c,... 
eM - Any idea of how fast he would've been goitj when he ... ? 

SP - Not very fast. 

eM - Okay. Were you able to see his expression after he contacted your vehicle? 

SP - No ... not really. 
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eM-Okay. 

SP - I just...you know we were in a busy intersection and somebody hits ya and you're 
kinda like, "Oh, wow." And then I just looked in the rearview mirror and ... to see who it 
was so I'd know ... and then waited and the light changed so ... 

eM - Okay. So there was heavy traffic at that time? 

SP - Oh yeah 'cause ... what time was it...four o'clock? About now, five? 

eM - About five o'clock. 

SP - Yeah it's .. .it' s a busy intersection there. 

eM - Okay so heavy traffic and you had stated you decided to pull forward in order to 
find an area to safely pull over, is that accurate? 

SP - Right. 

eM - Okay. About how far do you think you drove from the intersection till you finally 
pulled over, if you had to guess? 

SP - Well I think we decided about two hundred feet. 

eM - So about two hundred feet. And you'd indicated offtape that you pulled 
underneath the ... the overpasses ... bridge overpasses? 

SP - Yes they have workmen ... 'cause they were still ... the freeway wasn't open yet so 
they had workmen with flag ... you know flag ... flagmen and all that stuff and there just 
was no place where I wanted to stop and be walkin' around a vehicle outside so I waited 
until I got underneath the freeway ramp on the other side and pulled off into the dirt 
shoulder. 

eM - Okay and that was eastbound. Is that a double lane or single lane traffic eastbound 
there? 

SP - It turns into a single lane where you get off into the dirt. 
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eM - Okay. When you pulled offthe side of the road was he still immediately behind 
you or were there cars between you? 

SP - No he was still right behind me. 

eM - Okay, with no cars in between? 

SP-No. 

eM - Were there any cars off to your right, do you remember? 

SP - No because I was off in the dirt. 

eM - I mean prior to pulling off into the dirt were there still two lines of cars going 
eastbound or was it just you in a single line of cars? Do you recall? 

SP - It must've just been me I would think because it turns into one lane before 
that. .. right before that. 

eM-Okay. 

SP - I'm thinkin' .. .I don't remember now. 

eM - So he's drivin' by, you rolled your window down and stuck your hand out or your 
arm out? 

SP - Well I seen that he was gonna come by and he wasn't lookin' 'cause you know I 
couldn't see .. .! turned around. So I rolled ... had my window down and I just started 
wavin', "Hey, hey, hey," as he went by and he didn't see me. 

eM - Okay so he didn't actually ... you could see that he was not looking at you? 

SP - Yeah he wasn't lookin' at me. He was like ... he wasn't lookin' ... no. He was 
ignoring me. I thought, "Well, okay." 

eM - Did you ... okay you say he was ignoring you. Did ... was it your impression he was 
ignoring you or was it your impression he just didn't see you? 
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SP - I would say he was ignoring me 'cause if you're driving down the road ... even 
me ... and not even hit nobody and you see som ... a woman pullin' over waving with her 
arm rolled down ... you would think that would get someone's attention, whether it was 
someone who hit me or not. 

CM - Absolutely. 

SP - You know if you think about it. 

CM - When you started waving your ... did you just have your hand out the window or 
your arm? 

SP - No I had my ... my arm. 'Cause it's a truck; I sit up high ~ it._ 

CM - Okay. Were you all the way over on the side before you started waving or were 
you waving him over as you were in the process of moving to the shoulder, do you 
remember? 

SP - Well I was pullin' over and there was plenty of room 'cause I pulled up far enough 
where he could pull in behind me and I thought that's what was gonna happen. So 
uhm ... probably as I was pullin' over I was rollin' down my window 'cause I was lookin' 
for him and I couldn't see him behind me no more. 

CM - Okay. So he drives past you and what did you do after he drove past you? 

SP - After he drove past me I called my husband 'cause I wanted him to come look at his 
truck. So he ... uhm we were drivin' east towards Market and uhm my husband co ... pulled 
out into the intersection and I pointed and said that's him there. He didn't stop; he 
wouldn't stop for me. So, uhm, he says, "Well get his license plate number." And as 
we're drivin' that's when he started drivin' offthe left and offto the right and then uh we 
were just gonna stop and get his license number so ... 

CM - Okay so ... so he had already passed Wilson ... 

SP- Uhhum. 

CM - ... on Farwell? Did you continue to follow him ... 
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SP- Uhhum. 

eM - ... after Wilson? Were there any cars between you and him (unintelligible)? 

SP - There was the truck, the ... the gray diesel truck in between me and his truck and then 
I could see that there was some kind of a wrecker or somethin' with a truck ... big rig in 
front of him. 

eM - Okay so it was you, in front of you was this uh gray truck that had the witnesses in 
there that... 

SP- Uhhum. 

eM - ... you later contacted. And then Thoma was in front of that vehicle, and then a 
larger tow truck-type vehicle? 

SP - Something that had a car on it. 

eM - It did have a car on it? 

SP - I couldn't tell. 

eM - Okay so you're behind this gray truck and you can see the vehicle Thoma's driving 
start to drive onto the shoulder and into the oncoming lane? 

SP - Well yeah he tried to pass it on the left hand side at first. And then for some reason 
came back into it...back into the traffic lane and then went clear off over onto the right 
side onto the dirt shoulder to try and pass. And that's when I thought, you know, there's 
no sense in followin' this guy anymore. 

eM - Okay how many times do you re ... recall him doing that? 

SP - Well I know he did it at least twice. I know he went way out completely the one 
time and then over to the other side once. 

eM - So he went way out into the ... 
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SP - Way out like he was already more than halfway out into the ... to pass the guy out 
on ... 

eM - Into oncoming ... ? 

SP - Oh, yeah, he was more than halfway out. That's why I thought, "Wow," and then I 
he came swoopin' back in and I thought, "Well you know that's weird." 

eM - Do you recall ifhe came back behind the tow truck because there was on-coming 
cars and he couldn't safely pass? Do you remember seeing any cars coming at you? 

SP - I didn't...I couldn't tell 'cause I was too busy just watchin' what was ... what he was 
doi~. th-

eM - So there may have been cars coming towards you westbound that would've 
prevented him from passing in the westbound lane? 

SP - There could've been. 

eM - Okay. Now when he drove onto the shoulder was he partially on the shoulder, all 
the way on the shoulder? Do you know about how much of his vehicle ... ? 

SP - I would say over half of his vehicle was off ofthe road because I thought, "Oh my 
gosh he's gonna try and pass it on the dirt side." 

eM-Okay. 

SP - And then all of a sudden he changed his mind on that and came back into the line of 
traffic. 

eM - So when you say "off the road" you mean off the pavement? 

SP - Oh I mean off. He ... he didn't just go a fourth of his truck. His truck was halfway 
off the road and that's why I thought he was tryin' to pass; to get away. 

eM-Okay so ... 

SP - I mean it wasn't like he was just swervin' . 
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CM - ... so just for clarification on the shoulder part uhm there's the roadway with the 
painted white line ... 

SP- Uhhum. 

CM - ... then there's the shoulder which is paved and then there's the dirt. Was he just off 
onto the paved shoulder or was he off onto the dirt when he went over onto the right side 
ofthe ... the lane? 

SP - I would say his truck was over half of...the width of his truck was over half of...was 
at least half off the road. 

CM - On the dirt? 

SP - Yes. 

CM - Okay. And there is a paved shoulder there as well? 

SP-No. 

CM - There's not? 

SP - It's a two lane road and then dirt. 

CM - Okay so how far ... 

SP - A dirt shoulder. 

CM - ... how far .. .in your ... are you familiar with the white fog lines painted on the road on 
the right side? 

SP - On the right side? 

CM- Yeah. 

SP-Kinda. 

CM - How far...again it'd just be a guess ... 
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SP - 1'd say it had to have been at least half his vehicle was over it. 

CM - Was over that white fog line? 

SP -Oh yeah. 

CM - How much of the road is paved past the fog line at that point? 

SP - Not very much I don't think. 

CM - Maybe a .. .1ess than a foot? 

SP - Oh, yeah; not very much. 

CM-Okay. 

SP - I don't even know ifthere's a fog line on it to tell you the truth. I don't even 
remember seeing a fog line on it. 

CM - So it'd be fair to say his two right wheels were in the dirt? 

SP - Oh most definitely. 

CM - Okay. Did it appear like he was driving to pass or swerving due to his level of 
intoxication? Were you able to geL.to get an idea on that? 

SP - It looked like to me like he was trying to pass either on one side or the other in a 
way to .. .1ike to me it was like he was tryin' to get away. 'Cause why would you wanna 
do either/or on a two lane street like that. So ... 

CM - So they weren't gradual swerves; they were more ... 

SP- Yeah. 

CM - ... sudden ... 

SP - Yeah they were a little bit sudden. 
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CM - Okay. In your ... 

SP - 'Specially ... yeah ... uh hum. 

CM - .. .in your mind ... 

SP - Yeah and that's why we wouldn't follow no more 'cause there was somethin' not 
right. 

CM - In your mind he was trying to get away at that point? 

SP - That's what I was thinkin'. I didn't know ifhe .. .I didn't. .. wouldn't have been able 
to tell ifhe was drinkin' at that time. I just thought you know there might be somethin' 
really bad wrong so ... just. .. you know ... 

CM-Okay. 

SP - Ya never know . You hear about all this stuff so I thought, "No we won't follow him 
no more." 

CM - Okay. So you decide at Farwell and Market you're gonna call this thing. It's 
ge ... this ... you've seeing the vehicle's driving in a way that's making you think he's 
driving ... uh he's driving da ... you thought he was driving in a dangerous manner? 

SP - Yes. 

CM - Okay so you decide you're gonna call this thing. You ... you've got the license 
plate, you're done. 

SP -Right. 

CM - But then you get contacted by the two witnesses in the ... the gray pickup in front of 
you. 

SP - Yeah. 

CM - Can you telL.can you tell me what they said to you? 
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SP - Well I was pulled up next to him and I was tryin' to get the .. .looked to .. .1 was just 
gonna look at the license plate when their windows were already rolled down and mine 
was still down and they started yellin' ... just tellin' me that uh ... that they seen the whole 
thing and they got Crime Check. . .1 think she said they had Crime Check on the phone 
'cause they had their cell phones goin' and I said ... she says and ... "We seen you pulL.we 
seen him hit you; we seen you try to flag him down and he didn't stop." And she says, 
"Did you see how he was drivin' all over?" And I said, "Yeah," and she said, "Well 
someone has to follow him and stop him." And so I said, "Well since you're here and my 
husband's behind us," I said, "then I'll follow him just a little bit further." 

CM - Okay. Did you have an idea ... did they say where they were in relation to your two 
vehicles when the collision occurred? Do you recall? 

SP - I think she said they were on the left hand side of us. I don't...they weren't behind 
us; I think they were next to us. 

eM - In the tum lane? 

SP- Uhhum. 

eM-Okay. 

SP - Either in the ... yeah. 

CM - Uhm ... when they saw you pull to the shoulder to ... and wave him over. .. do you 
know where their vehicle was at that time? 

SP - They were behind him. 

eM-Okay. 

SP - They were following him. 

CM - Okay. And I wanna go back again to the initial contact.. .uhm when I first got here 
we talked about any damage to your vehicle. Can you go over uhm what, if any, damage 
occurred to your vehicle as a result of the contact? 
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SP - Well my husband's got a .. .it's chrome bumper with rubber and rubber top. And the 
tailgate is already .. .it's all been scratched up. I mean it's not...it's a new truck but it's all 
been scratched all up. So uhm it was kinda hard for me to tell. That's why I called my 
husband to come look at his truck 'cause he knows what scratches and scrapes are on it 
better than I. So uhm .. .1 seen a couple really big scratches and I thought he had done it. 
But when my husband got there he said no that they did that the weekend before 
unloading some wood so just some scrape across the top where you could see where his 
bumper or whatever came up and scraped across the top of it. 

CM-Okay. 

SP - But not nothin' major. 

CM - Like maybe a chrome rub off? Is that accurate to say, maybe? 

SP - Well you know the non-stick rubber that lays on the top of your bumper? It's like a 
non-stick rubber type stuff in little strips? 

CM- Yes. 

SP - Well just the edges were pushed a little bit up on it. 

CM-Okay. 

SP - So ... 

CM - Okay so at Market you're talkin' to these witnesses. They say we need to keep 
followin' him. Did you see the way he's drivin'? They saw the whole thing uhm and 
then you guys proceed northbound on Market is that accurate? 

SP - Yeah at that point that's when I called Crime Check. 

CM - Did you have the white pickup in sight the whole time you guys were northbound 
on Market? 

SP-Ohyeah. 

CM - You did. Can you describe his driving as it was northbound on Market? 

15 Internal Affairs 
Sherry Prickett & IA 09059 
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~r'OKANE POLICE DEPARTMENl 
OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL STANDARD 

TAPE TRANSCRIPTION 

LA. CASE #: 09-059 DATE/TIME: 10-23-09; 1643 hours 
COMPLAINANT: Spokane Police Department - Asst Chief Nicks 
COMPLAINT: Various Criminal and Ethic and Rule of Conduct Charges 

SP - Northbound on Market it seemed pretty straight. 

CM - Okay so he wasn't serving onto the shoulder and oncoming traffic at all? 

SP - Uh no. No. 

CM-Okay. 

SP - That stopped ... I'm sure or I would've mentioned it when I was talkin' to 'em on the 
phone. 

CM - Was there a vehicle in front of him on Market that was impeding his progress? 

SP - I don't remember. 

CM - Do you remember the speed you guys were going on Market? 

SP - I don't remember. 

CM - Okay. So you ... you contact him in the Yoke's parking lot and he admits to you 
that he knew he contacted your vehicle uhm and you'd made a ... a reference that he said 
that you didn't pull over so he followed you? Is that accurate? 

SP - Yes that's what he said. 

CM - Okay. Can you go over other details ofthe conversation? So he admits that he 
contacts you but he tells you that he followed you, which obviously was not the case. 

SP - Well when he turned around, you know I drink too ... so when he turned around I 
could tell by his eyes that he was drunk. So when he turns around and then he says, 
"No ... " ... or "yes, I admit I hit you but you didn't pull over so I followed you here." And 
so I thought, "Oh boy." I said, "No, we followed you here," because everybody, you 
know, was there and then he ... he didn't say anything after that. And then he just said .. .! 
don't really even think ... think he much said nothin' 'cause by then the other...! think that 
police officer had pulled up. 'Cause he was makin' me nervous 'cause for one you know 
I was already upset because we were chasing a guy that was drivin' crazy and then he 
gets ... turns around and you can tell he was drunk so I'm goin' ... you know ... so I 
just...let.. .as soon as the officer got there I just let them take care of it. 

16 Internal Affairs 
Sherry Prickett & IA 09059 
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COMPLAINT: Various Criminal and Ethic and Rule of Conduct Charges 

CM-Okay. 

SP - I didn't talk to him really any more. 'Cause when he ... 'cause I figure when you 
tum around and say that then there'd just be an argument or somethin' anyway since he 
was contradicting what had happened. I thought, "Well, it wasn't worth talkin' to him." 

CM - Okay can you describe his demeanor while you were talking with him? Was he uh 
well yeah ... just...I guess could you ... 

SP - He wasn't angry. He wasn't obnoxious or anything. He was just a little bit slow, 
maybe, in his talkin'. 

CM - Okay. Okay that's really all the questions I have. Is there anything else you can 
think of that I forgot to ask that may be important? 

SP-No. 

CM - Okay we'll go ahead and sign off; the time is 1704 hours. 

17 Internal Affairs 
Sherry Prickett & IA 09059 
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SPOKANE COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 

Bail $ _____ _ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SPOKANE 
STATE OF WASHINGTON ) 

v. 

BRADLEY N. THOMA 
Mil 

Plaintiff, ) No. 9Y6216109 

Defendant(s). 

) AMENDED COMPLAINT 
) 
) Brian O'Brien 
) Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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) DAWN M. GILLESPIE 
) 
) 
), 
) 
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Complaining Witness 
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RCW 46.61.502G-G (#76083) , 
RCW 46.52.020(2)-GM (#76941) 

The plaintiff, State of Washington, charges the above-named defendant(s) with the 
fQJIQWi,ng' crir'ne(s): 

COUNT I: DRIVING WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF INTOXICATING LIQUOR AND/OR 
DRUG, committed as follows: That the defendant, BRADLEY N. THOMA, in the State of 
Washington, on or about September 23, 2009, did drive a vehicle within this state while having, 
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intoxicating liquor or anydrug, 

COUNT II: FAILURE TO REMAIN AT THE SCENE OF AN ACCIDENT-ATTENDED VEHICLE 
OR CHHER PROPERTY; COMMITTED AS FOLLOWS: That the defendant, BRADLEY THOMA, 
in the State of Washington, on or about September 23, 2009, being the driver of a vehicle that 
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I certify under penalties of perjury that I have reasonable grounds to and do believe that 
the above person(s) committed the above offenses contrary to law. 

,2009. 

1'I&J2/ 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney WSBA# 

JUDGE 

,. .. 

... 
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SEP 24 1009 
SPOKANE co 

UNry DISTR/CTC 
, ~RT 

DISTRlCT CC!U.KT OF SPO:LANE COUNTY, WASHINGTON 

COUNTY OF SPOKANE 

VS. 

D1Pma « %Jad% '1) o Y09-/LP (cfJ 
Case Number 

PRELIMINARY FINDING OF PROBABLE CAUSE 

The undersigned Judge/Com..111issioner having considered the facts in the case hereto 
FINDS: 

(gr That there is probable cause to believe that the crime(s) listed were committed and 
there is probable caus~e~eve that the named ind.ividual committed such crimes. 

o No Probable Caus;;~l'd. 

Date 
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To: Chief Anne Kirkpatrick 
From: Ernie Wuthrich 
Date: December 30, 2009 
Re: Sgt. Thoma Termination Grievance 

Chief Kirkpatrick, 

P.O. Box 2054 
Sookane. WAQQ210 

On December 21,2009 Chief Kirkpatrick terminated Sergeant Thoma without just cause 
as is required by Article 3 and Article 24 of the current Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
On behalf of Sgt. Brad Thoma the Spokane Police Guild is grieving that termination of 
employment. 

The requested remedy is the immediate reinstatement of Brad Thoma to the position of 
Police Sergeant with all back pay and benefits. 

Respectfully, 

~uktU2.-
Ernie Wuthrich 
President, Spokane Police Guild 

Cc: Jim Nicks, Assistant Chief 
Dave Chandler, HR Director 
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2011 WL 6917514 (Wash.Pub.Emp.Rel.Com.)

Public Employment Relations Commission

State of Washington

SPOKANE POLICE GUILD, COMPLAINANT
v.

CITY OF SPOKANE, RESPONDENT

Case 23584-U-10-6009
Decision 11263 - PECB

December 22, 2011
*1  Vick, Julius, McClure, P.S., by Hillary McClure, Attorney at Law, for the Guild.

Keller W. Allen, Attorney at Law, for the employer.

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND ORDER

The Spokane Police Guild (Guild) filed a complaint charging unfair labor practices against the City of Spokane (employer) on
October 18, 2010. The preliminary ruling, issued October 25, 2010, found that the complaint stated three causes of action. First,
a cause of action was found to exist for an independent interference claim, in violation of RCW 41.56.140(1), based on how
the employer dealt with the proposed severance of sergeants from the existing bargaining unit. A second cause of action was
found for employer domination of or assistance to a union, and the derivative interference, in violation of RCW 41.56.140(2)
and (1), by the employer giving, or allowing sergeants to use, employer resources for the purposes of severance, and giving
greater disciplinary responsibilities to sergeants for the purposes of severance. The third cause of action was found to exist
for employer refusal to bargain, and the derivative interference, in violation of RCW 41.56.140(4) and (1), by the employer
making unilateral changes in sergeants' disciplinary authority, refusing to provide relevant information requested by the Guild,
and circumventing the Guild through direct dealing with employees represented by the Guild.

The Guild filed an amended complaint March 11, 2011. The amended preliminary ruling, issued March 21, 2011, stated
two additional causes of action. One cause of action was found to exist for employer refusal to bargain, and the derivative
interference, in violation of RCW 41.56.140(4) and (1), by breach of its good faith bargaining obligations involving a settlement
agreement, its course of conduct in negotiating that agreement, and its circumvention of the Guild. The other cause of action
was found for an independent interference claim, as a violation of RCW 41.56.140(1), because of employer threats of reprisal
or force, or promises of benefit.

Examiner Katrina I. Boedecker held a hearing on the amended complaint October 4, 2011. The parties filed post-hearing briefs
by November 30, 2011.
 
ISSUES

1. Did the employer interfere with employee rights in connection with a proposed severance of sergeants from an existing
bargaining unit, through creating the impression of surveillance of bargaining unit members and making arrangements for the
Chief of Police to attend a meeting about severance?

2. Did the employer dominate or assist a union by providing legal resources to sergeants for the purposes of severance; giving
greater disciplinary responsibilities to sergeants for the purposes of severance; permitting sergeants to use employer facilities
and e-mail for purposes of severance; and showing a preference for severance?

COS005280
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*2  3. Did the employer refuse to bargain by making unilateral changes in sergeants' disciplinary authority; refusing to provide
relevant information requested by the Guild; and circumventing the Guild through direct dealing with employees represented
by the Guild?

4. Did the employer refuse to bargain and breach its good faith bargaining obligations by regressively bargaining and/or
escalating demands regarding a settlement agreement of a grievance involving Brad Thoma; and by circumventing the Guild
through direct dealing with employees?

5. Did the employer interfere with employee rights by issuing threats of reprisal or force, or promises of benefit, to bargaining
unit members in connection with their union activities?

After examining the testimony of the witnesses, the documents admitted into evidence, the parties' legal arguments, and the
record as a whole, I find that:

· The employer did not interfere with employee rights by how it dealt with the proposed severance of sergeants from the existing
bargaining unit. The chief's attendance, by invitation, at a meeting of the sergeants did not reasonably create an impression
of surveillance.

· The employer did not assist the sergeants' association by allowing it to use employer facilities and e-mail or by providing legal
services. However, the employer did show a preference for severance by granting disciplinary authority to sergeants.

· The employer did refuse to bargain with the Guild when it unilaterally gave the sergeants, who were still Guild members,
disciplinary authority without bargaining with the Guild; when it did not give relevant information requested by the Guild; and
when it dealt directly with the sergeants about the disciplinary authority thus circumventing the Guild.

· The employer did not refuse to bargain or breach its good faith bargaining obligations concerning a settlement of a grievance
because it did not bargain regressively. However, the employer did refuse to bargain when it circumvented the Guild.

· The employer did interfere with employee rights by issuing promises of benefit to bargaining unit members that could influence
their union activities.
 
ISSUE 1: Did the employer interfere with employee rights through creating the impression of surveillance of bargaining unit
members and making arrangements for the Chief of Police to attend a meeting about severance?
 
APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

The Public Employees' Collective Bargaining Act, Chapter 41.56 RCW states at RCW 41.56.040: “No public employer ...
shall ... interfere with, restrain, coerce, or discriminate against any public employee or group of public employees in the free
exercise of their right to organize and designate representatives of their own choosing for the purpose of collective bargaining,
or in the free exercise of any other right under this chapter.” RCW 41.56.140(1) provides for the enforcement for this right by
stating that an employer who interferes with the collective bargaining rights of its employees is guilty of an unfair labor practice.

*3  The complainant, in this case the Guild, has the burden of proof in these unfair labor practice proceedings. WAC
391-45-270(1)(a).
 
ANALYSIS

The Spokane Police Guild is the exclusive bargaining representative for all commissioned police employees, up to and including
sergeants, employed by the City of Spokane. There are approximately 260 employees in the bargaining unit, 36 of whom are
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sergeants. The Guild and the employer are parties to a collective bargaining agreement in effect from January 1, 2010, through
December 31, 2011. The parties have a bargaining history of over 20 years. Lieutenants, captains, majors, assistant police chiefs,
and the Chief of Police are all outside of the Guild's bargaining unit.

The Police Chief is Anne Kirkpatrick. She began as chief in 2006; she came from the police department of the City of Federal
Way, Washington. After she became chief in Spokane, Kirkpatrick instituted certain changes. She determined that in an officer-
involved shooting, an outside agency should do the investigation. This was a change from the department investigating its
“own.” She announced five types of conduct that for the first time would be subject to termination. Finally, she incorporated
“best practices” into the policy and procedure manual. She wanted to instill confidence in the community about their police
department.

For several years sergeants have discussed severing from the Guild bargaining unit. The sergeants were concerned about the
resistance they perceived from patrol officers about certain personnel decisions that the sergeants were making. During or about
March 2007, two sergeants reported a domestic violence incident that involved a detective. Sergeants believed that there was a
lack of support from the Guild for the two sergeants involved. In 2007, the sergeants asked the Guild leadership if they would
agree to release the sergeants; the leadership denied the request.

On or about March 15, 2010, the Guild conducted a no-confidence vote among its members regarding the Office of the Chief
of Police. The vote was generated by concerns certain members had about changes that the chief was making to hours and
working conditions. Members perceived that she was making these changes without bargaining with the Guild. Generally,
the sergeants in the bargaining unit were very much against conducting the vote. The vote resulted in an endorsement of no-
confidence in the Office of the Chief. Sometime in April, the chief as well as Mayor Mary Verner publicly expressed their
displeasure with the vote.

Shortly after the release of the results of the vote, the sergeants gave more attention to exploring ways to sever from the Guild,
in order to form their own bargaining unit. During or about the end of April, Sergeant Troy Teigen sent an e-mail to the chief
asking if the employer would support a separate unit of sergeants. He sent the e-mail through the employer's e-mail system. The
chief answered back, using the office e-mail, that she and the Mayor did not oppose having another bargaining unit in the city.
She stated that the sergeants could not use the employer's labor attorney, but she did give the name of a private attorney that the
sergeants' group might want to consult. The private attorney had represented the employer in an action brought by the Guild in
the past. Teigen ended up contacting that attorney and several other attorneys about potentially representing the sergeants.

*4  The chief also advised in her e-mail that she was willing to give the sergeants “consequential discipline” that “should
minimize any challenge [to the severance] if it doesn't stop a challenge in its tracks.” Based on her experience in Federal Way,
granting consequential discipline was enough to have the rank above patrol officer seen as supervising the patrol officers.
Granting this type of disciplinary authority in Federal Way caused that supervising level to be put into a bargaining unit separate

from the police officer unit. 1

Throughout the month of May, Teigen and Sergeant Anthony Giannetto sent e-mails to the Mayor and the chief apprizing
them of how the severance process was progressing. At one point, the chief e-mailed back, in part: “I support ya'll as sergeants
whatever you decide but after talking with [private legal counsel] she explained by taking these steps [extending consequential
discipline] the sergeants would become true management and I'd love to have ya'll on the management team! We together can
rebuild the pride of this department by getting on the same bus!”

On June 10, 2010, Teigen e-mailed the chief that the sergeants were in the process of voting to separate from the Guild. He
advised that due to vacations, it might take up to two weeks to complete the vote, but that he would let her know the final
results. The chief replied, “Troy, I am pleased!”
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On June 13 th , Guild President Ernie Wuthrich e-mailed the chief that he had heard that she was going to give “some type of
disciplinary authority” to the sergeants so that they could apply to the Public Employment Relations Commission (Commission)
to become their own union. He asked what type of authority she had promised the sergeants. The chief responded to Wuthrich
that she had forwarded his e-mail on to be handled by the employer's attorney. Wuthrich never received any additional response.

The sergeants invited Wuthrich to attend a meeting that they were having to consider separating from the Guild bargaining
unit. The meeting was held at the Monroe Court Building, which the employer was renting to house its detective unit. The
employer also rented conference room space there. Wuthrich did attend to answer questions and address the sergeants' concerns.
He wanted to keep the sergeants in the unit. At the meeting, Wuthrich learned that the chief had also been invited to speak to the
sergeants after Wuthrich was through. As he was leaving the meeting, Wuthrich saw the chief come into the building. The chief
spoke to the sergeants about the direction she wanted to take the department. She identified the core values she wanted in the
department. She addressed a division that she saw about what was acceptable misconduct and what was acceptable discipline.

On July 1 st , the chief granted sergeants, lieutenants, captains, and civilian first line supervisors authority as her designees to
administer discipline up to and including a written reprimand.

*5  In approximately September 2010, the Sergeants Association was formally organized. Its president was Sergeant
Reisenauer and its vice president was Sergeant McCabe. The Chief sent certain “group” e-mails to department management
employees that recognized Reisenauer and McCabe as leaders of the Sergeants Association. Wuthrich challenged in an e-mail
to the chief that neither men were leaders of any recognized labor group.
 
LEGAL ANALYSIS

On their own initiative, the sergeants were exploring whether or not they should break away from the Guild. The employer
was not initiating the formation of a “company union.” The sergeants' motivation was in keeping with the concerns in WAC
391-35-340 which provides that it shall be presumptively appropriate to exclude persons who exercise authority on behalf of
the employer over subordinate employees from bargaining units containing their rank-and-file subordinates, in order to avoid
a potential for conflicts of interest and to include supervisors in separate bargaining units. Here, the sergeants were acting to
protect what they saw as their own best interests.

There is no evidence that the chief was seeking out information regarding the activities of sergeants, or other Guild members,
about who supported or did not support the severance. The sergeants volunteered information to the employer about their
concerns. The sergeants also voluntarily kept the chief apprised of the progress of forming their association.

The Guild argues that merely by attending a meeting where severance was discussed, the chief's presence would reasonably be
perceived as a threat to sergeants who wanted to remain with the Guild. Given the facts in the record, the Guild's argument is
too big a jump for a logical conclusion. The chief attended the meeting by invitation of the Sergeants Association, as did the
Guild president. She did not take notes on who was present or absent. She repeatedly stated that she would support the sergeants
in whatever their decision was. The chief testified strongly and consistently that she saw the decision of whether or not to sever
from the Guild as a decision for the sergeants alone to make; she would support the result, either way. The record supports a
finding that the meeting was an information gathering session, not a propaganda rally.

The Guild has the burden of proving that a typical employee, in the same circumstances, could reasonably conclude that the
chief was encouraging or discouraging union activities. Grant County Public Hospital District 1, Decision 8378-A (PECB,
2004). Having just been at the meeting himself, Wuthrich knew what information the sergeants were seeking. He might not
have liked that the sergeants were meeting about severing from the Guild, but the sergeants are public employees, too. As
such, they have the protection of RCW 41.56.040 which guarantees them “free exercise of their right to organize and designate
representatives of their own choosing....” The Guild president learned when he spoke at the sergeants' meeting that the chief was
coming to speak to them, also. He then saw the chief enter the building. It is reasonable to expect the Guild president to perceive
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that the sergeants were seeking information from both he and the chief, not that the chief was there to spy. The employer did
not interfere with employee rights by attending a meeting of the sergeants, by their invitation.
 
ISSUE 2: Did the employer dominate or assist a union by providing legal resources to sergeants for the purposes of severance;
giving greater disciplinary responsibilities to sergeants for the purposes of severance; permitting sergeants to use employer
facilities and e-mail for purposes of severance; and showing a preference for severance?
 
APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

*6  A domination violation under RCW 41.56.140(2) occurs when “an employer involves itself in the internal affairs or finances
of the union, shows a preference between two unions or groups that are competing for the same bargaining unit, or attempts
to create, fund or control a ‘company union.”’ State — Office of Financial Management, Decision 9955 (PECB, 2008), citing
State - Labor and Industries, Decision 9348 (PSRA, 2006) and string citations therein.

“History suggests that situations of ‘unlawful assistance’ and ‘employer-dominated unions' should be taken quite seriously.”

Washington State Patrol, Decision 2900 (PECB, 1988). 2  Washington State Patrol reminds that, “It remains a violation for an
employer to recognize or bargain with a union that has not established majority status in an appropriate bargaining unit, or to
recognize one union while it is in competition with another in representation proceedings.”

The Commission has acknowledged the “precarious position” that an employer is in when faced with two unions competing
for the same employees: “[The employer] must recognize the statutory and contractual rights of the incumbent union as the
exclusive bargaining representative of the employees, while at the same time maintaining a stance as close to neutral as possible
with respect to showing favoritism to one union over another ....” Whatcom County, Decision 8245-A (PECB, 2004).
 
LEGAL ANALYSIS

The Guild advances four different areas where it contends that the employer's acts lead to a finding of a domination violation.
 
Legal resources —

The extent to which the employer provided legal resources, in this record, is tenuous. The chief specifically told Teigen that the
Sergeants Association could not use the employer's labor attorney. She did supply the name of a private sector labor attorney,
but that was the same attorney that had represented the city in a previous action with the Guild. Her name and the fact that
she represented management is a public record. The chief just advanced the name without comments about strategy. Teigen
contacted other attorneys, also. The employer did not pay for any legal services as a result of any of Teigen's contacts. The
employer was not involved in domination of the Sergeants Association as far as legal services are involved.
 
Disciplinary authority —

The chief granted greater disciplinary authority to the sergeants specifically to enhance their claim that they should not be co-
mingled with the rank and file officers. She readily admitted that she was trying to head off any challenge to the severance.
The chief's own e-mail is her confession that she gave the consequential discipline in order to minimize or stop a challenge
“in its tracks.”

The chief was aware from her experience in Federal Way that granting disciplinary authority to a group of employees would
allow that group to argue it would be a conflict of interest to be in the same bargaining unit with the employees that they could
now discipline. The severance was not a cooperative joint venture shared in by the Guild.
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*7  The timing of the grant of disciplinary authority to sergeants to write reprimands supports the conclusion that the employer
was trying to assist the sergeants in their organizing efforts. In King County, Decision 2553-A (PECB, 1987), the Commission
held that a domination violation requires proof of employer intent to assist one union to the detriment of others. In the instant
case, the employer did commit a domination violation when it gave sergeants new disciplinary authority since it did so to assist
the Association's formation to the detriment of the Guild.
 
Use of facilities —

The Guild established that e-mails from certain sergeants to the chief concerning the severance were sent through the employer's
e-mail system. The sergeants held their meeting to gather information about severing from the Guild in an employer facility.
Since the chief was involved in both the e-mails and the meeting, the employer obviously knew that the sergeants were using
its resources.

In Whatcom County, Decision 8245-A (PECB, 2004) the Commission reiterated that “Chapter 41.56 RCW does not give public
employees an independent right to use employer's facilities for union business.” Citing City of Seattle, Decision 1355 (PECB,
1982). In Whatcom County, the employees were seeking a change in their union representative. The Commission held that, “an
employer that permits the incumbent union to use its facilities for communication with employees during the representation
election must then grant any rival union or competing labor organization the same benefit of use it granted to the incumbent
union.” The Commission reasoned that this “naturally stems from the employer's requirement to remain neutral, and to not
render ‘aid’ to any incumbent or competing labor organization.” Citing Renton School District, Decision 1501-A (PECB, 1982).

In Whatcom County, the Commission defined when an employer's duty to remain neutral is triggered. The Commission pointed
to the “filing of a valid petition [as] the operative event for the imposition of strict neutrality on the part of the employer.” It
reasoned that “Having a clearly-defined rule of conduct was thought to encourage both employee free choice and industrial
stability.” The Commission wrote, “Therefore, we now hold that once a valid petition has been filed with the Commission, an
employer must remain strictly neutral in rival union organizing situations. Exclusive use of employer facilities by one union
cannot be permitted during the pendency of a representation proceeding ....”

The record shows that during the March through June 2010 time period, the sergeants were discussing whether or not to sever
from the Guild. Commission records show that the Spokane Police Department Sergeants Association filed its petition for a
question concerning representation on November 1, 2011, but it did not file the supporting showing of interest until November
3, 2011. The Commission issued a deficiency notion to the Association since the showing of interest was untimely under WAC
391-25-110 since it was filed outside of the window period of October 3, 2011 through November 1, 2011, created by the
parties' collective bargaining agreement. Specifically, 60 to 90 days prior to the expiration of their contract. The Association
subsequently withdrew its petition. See, City of Spokane, Decision 11225 (PECB, 2011).

*8  The sergeants' use of the employer's facilities and e-mails was prior to their representation petition being filed. The
employer's duty to remain strictly neutral had not yet been triggered when the sergeants used the e-mail system and the
conference room in the spring and summer of 2011. The employer did not commit an assistance violation regarding the sergeants'
use of its facilities.
 
Demonstrated preference for severance —

The Guild cites Valley Communications Center, Decision 4145, (PECB, 1992), aff'd, Decision 4145-A (PECB, 1993) for the
precedent that: “The prohibition on assisting rival unions logically extends to assisting the formation of a rival union. Promoting
efforts of a rival union undercuts the incumbent union's certification as the exclusive bargaining representative and, thereby,
disrupts labor peace.” That quote is from the Examiner's decision. It is important to recognize what the Commission found in
affirming the Examiner's decision. The Commission wrote:
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We concur as well with the Examiner's ruling that the complainant's [incumbent union, Teamsters Local 763] burden of proof
was not met on the “interference” allegations [in] this case. The Examiner noted at one point that the acts of: (1) meeting on
the employer's premises with a law firm whose purpose is to discuss replacement of an incumbent union, and (2) using the
employer's mailboxes to distribute notices of the meeting, may tend to give the appearance of unlawful employer assistance to
a rival union. We read that remark as simply indicating that a violation could conceivably be found in such instances. As far as
the actual circumstances of this case are concerned, the Examiner made the following specific finding:
The record fails to establish that employees would reasonably have perceived that the employer was showing a preference for
the association over Teamsters Union Local 763.

That finding of fact by the Examiner is fully supported by the record, and we find it dispositive on the “interference” claim
advanced by Local 763.

The chief e-mailed that she was “pleased” with the progress that the sergeants were making in forming their association. She
welcomed the sergeants on her “bus.” The employer gave the sergeants new disciplinary authority. The chief demonstrated a
preference for the rival Sergeants Association to the detriment of the Guild. The employer illegally assisted the sergeants to
achieve their goal to form their own bargaining unit.
 
ISSUE 3: Did the employer refuse to bargain by making unilateral changes in sergeants' disciplinary authority, refusing to
provide relevant information requested by the Guild and circumventing the Guild through direct dealing with employees
represented by the Guild?
 
APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

Before making any changes to wages, hours or working conditions, an employer must first give notice and an opportunity to
bargain to the union. Spokane County Fire District 9, Decision 2860 (PECB, 1988), citing City of Bremerton, Decision 2733-
A (PECB, 1987).

*9  A party to a collective bargaining relationship has the duty to provide relevant information requested by the other party in
order to properly perform its collective bargaining duties. City of Bellevue, Decision 3085-A (PECB, 1989), aff'd, 119 Wn.2d
373 (1992).

Once employees have chosen an exclusive bargaining representative to speak for them during negotiations and the duration of
the collective bargaining agreement, the employer must not evade the representative by dealing directly with employees about
mandatory bargaining subjects. City of Seattle, Decision 3566-A (PECB, 1991).
 
LEGAL ANALYSIS

The Guild advances three different areas where it contends that the employer's acts lead to a finding of refusal to bargaining
violations.
 
Changing sergeants' authority —

When the chief gave the sergeants disciplinary authority on July 1, 2010, she did so without giving the Guild any notice. When
the Guild president earlier had asked the chief about the rumor he had heard that she was going to give some sort of disciplinary
authority to the sergeants, she passed his inquiry on to the legal department.
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Disciplinary procedures are working conditions; as such, they are a mandatory subject of bargaining. City of Yakima, Decision
3503-A (PECB, 1990), aff'd, 117 Wn.2d 655 (1991). In City of Pasco, Decision 4197-A (PECB, 1994) the procedures of a
citizen's review board that related to employee discipline were held to be a mandatory subject of bargaining. The Guild points
to the Commission's statement in Pasco, cited in City of Seattle, Decision 6662 (PECB, 1999), “[d]iscipline can affect tenure of
employment, which is the ultimate ‘working condition’ within the traditional scope of ‘wages, hours and working conditions.”’

There was no opportunity for meaningful bargaining by the Guild about this change to the working conditions of the sergeants
who were, at the time, still in the Guild. Given the additional duty, and the need now to know and apply just cause standards,
the Guild might have proposed a wage increase for the sergeants to compensate for the new assignment. The addition of duties
can cause the employer to have to bargain with the union for “wages commensurate with the changes....” City of Richland,
Decision 1997 (PECB, 1984).

On July 1, 2010, the employer presented the change in duties as a fait accompli. A union does not have to request bargaining if the
employer presents the change as a fait accompli. Val Vue Sewer District, Decision 8963 (PECB, 2005), cited in City of Tukwila,
Decision 10536-A (PECB, 2010). The employer did refuse to bargain with the Guild about the increase in the sergeants duties.
 
Providing information —

The Guild, in its post-hearing brief, quotes “the duty to bargain includes the duty to provide relevant, necessary information that
is requested by the opposite party for the proper performance of its duties in the collective bargaining process.” Seattle School
District, Decision 8976 (PECB, 2005), citing Port of Seattle, Decision 7000-A (PECB, 2000). In Seattle School District, the
obligation was put on the employer to contact the union, who was the requesting party, to explain that the employer had an
objection to, or was confused about, the information request. The employer was directed to negotiate with the union to come
to a mutual agreement about the scope of the request.

*10  Although an employer may initially claim that an information request is difficult to comply with or is not warranted, it
must explain its concerns to the union and make a good faith effort to reach a resolution. Port of Seattle.

When Guild President Wuthrich e-mailed the chief about the rumor of disciplinary authority being given to the sergeants, he
was seeking relevant information to determine if the Guild should make a demand to bargain. The chief answered him by saying
she was forwarding his e-mail to the legal department. Wuthrich received no other follow up. The employer did not tell him
that it objected to the request or that it was confused by the request.

The employer did refuse to bargain with the Guild by failing to provide requested, relevant information to the Guild.
 
Circumvention of the bargaining representative —

The chief e-mailed Teigen and other sergeants about giving them new and greater disciplinary authority at the time the sergeants
were still in the Guild's bargaining unit. She did not include Wuthrich in the e-mails. The employer was evading the Guild.

By circumventing an exclusive bargaining representative, an employer undermines the representative's ability to effectively
protect the wages, hours and working conditions it has achieved through bargaining. An employer is not allowed to engage
in direct negotiations with one or more bargaining unit employees concerning one or more mandatory subjects of bargaining.
City of Wenatchee, Decision 2216 (PECB, 1985). The employer acted illegally when it communicated with the sergeants who
were still bargaining unit members about changing their duties but did not communicate that to the Guild as the exclusive
bargaining representative.
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ISSUE 4: Did the employer refuse to bargain and breach its good faith bargaining obligations by regressively bargaining and/
or escalating demands regarding a settlement agreement of a grievance involving Brad Thoma, and by circumventing the Guild
through direct dealing with employees?
 
APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

The examiner in Skagit County, Decision 9329 (PECB, 2006) stated: “As a general rule, whether parties in labor bargaining have
reached a meeting of the minds is an issue of fact when there is no contract to show it. Ben Franklin National Bank, 278 NLRB
986 (1986). The parties are deemed to reach a meeting of the minds when the evidence shows that a party ‘understood, or could
reasonably have been presumed to have known, what was intended when it accepted the language relied upon’ by the party
who made the offer. City of Yakima, Decision 3564-A (PECB, 1991).” “[T]here was never a meeting of the minds, because the
subjective understanding of each party varied significantly from the other ....” City of Richland, Decision 5459 (PECB, 1996).

An employer may communicate factually accurate information to its employees about collective bargaining matters as long as
the communication is: 1) truthful; 2) not purposefully misleading; and 3) the same information as that offered to the union.
Vancouver School District, Decision 10561 (EDUC, 2009), aff'd, Decision 10561-A (EDUC, 2011). These three standards
preserve the employer's constitutional free speech and freedom of expression rights, while at the same time preventing coercion
and interference in the collective bargaining process.
 
ANALYSIS

*11  Sergeant Brad Thoma was criminally charged for an off-duty incident involving driving his car. At his Loudermill hearing
on or about December 17, 2009, where he was represented by the Guild, the employer offered to put him in a non-commissioned
position until the criminal charges were cleared and he obtained an unencumbered driver's license. The settlement offer was
rejected. The employer made another offer of settlement in 2010: Thoma would be on layoff status for the time that he had an
encumbered driver's license; when he received an unencumbered license, he would be restored to a demoted status as a detective.
That offer was rejected. The employer then terminated Thoma for conduct unbecoming that would result in a lack of trust in the
police department. An arbitration hearing was scheduled for January 6 and 7, 2011, to hear the grievance about his termination.

On January 5, 2011, Guild Attorney Chris Vick met with Assistant City Attorney Erin Jacobson. Guild President Wuthrich was
also present. They agreed that recent legislation would allow Thoma to have an unrestricted driver's license. The parties went
on to discuss the terms for settling the grievance and returning Thoma to work. The two agreed that Jacobson would notify the
arbitrator that the arbitration hearing should be canceled. They also agreed that she would draft up the settlement agreement.
Jacobson sent the settlement letter to Vick for signature on January 6, 2011. The settlement set forth that Thoma would return to

work the week of January 10 th . It also included that the Guild would “withdraw its pending grievance” and be able to “submit
a new grievance related to Thoma's discipline, subject to the following modified grievance procedure” which was then detailed.

In anticipation of scheduling Thoma for work, and since she had not received the signed settlement agreement, the chief

contacted Wuthrich sometime between January 6 th  — 10 th . During this conversation, Wuthrich conveyed that he wanted
Thoma's past to be considered a suspension, not a termination. The chief believed that this was a material change to the settlement
agreement, so she concluded that the agreement was void.

In order to quash rumors in the department, the chief sent an e-mail to all employees on January 7 th . In it she detailed her offer
to bring Thoma back as a detective. In the e-mail, she included:
I have signed a letter to that offer, but it has not been signed off on the other side yet because it is my understanding that the
Guild wants to grieve the demotion.
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Jeff Humphreys [a news reporter] was contacted by someone in the department earlier this week and he has had the story for
several days but held off until we could finalize the situation. He contacted us today and is running the story regardless. So, I
caution you all that the matter is not finalized until the letter is signed.

Vick, Jacobson, and the chief had a conference call January 10 th . When Jacobson compared the points of the conference call

to the points of the January 5 th  meeting, she concluded that there was at least confusion, if not outright conflict, in the Guild
and employer positions. The next day, the chief reoffered her 2010 settlement proposal to Vick.

*12  Vick sent a letter to Jacobson January 13 th  where he wrote: “You stated at that meeting [January 5 th ] that Chief
Kirkpatrick intended to reinstate Brad Thoma as a detective without any interference with the pending grievance what so ever.”
Vick also stated that “The agreement that was sent to me was not the same agreement we discussed....” He concluded that he
believed that the employer was engaging in regressive bargaining.

On January 14 th , the chief sent an e-mail to the whole department which stated in its entirety: “As you are aware I made an
offer to reinstate Thoma at the rank of Detective. After he had an opportunity to consult with the Guild leadership, and others,
he has decided to pass on the offer and continue to arbitration.” Wuthrich received calls from Guild members questioning what
the Guild was doing in this matter. Wuthrich testified that he believed that the chief was trying to undermine him with his own
members. He felt she was planting seeds of distrust in the members so they would question his actions on behalf of the Guild.
 
Regressive Bargaining —

Vick testified that there were several meetings, discussions, and conversations about the Thoma settlement, “and it was a mess.”

He ended the final discussion on January 5 th  with asking Jacobson to make the Guild an offer. He testified, “I wanted some
kind of a document with what the City was going to do so we had a starting place to see where we were going from there.” Vick
admitted he did not have any notes from the meeting: “[Notes] can only come back to haunt you in a way you don't want to in
labor relations.” The record shows that the parties never had a meeting of the minds concerning the employer's settlement offer.
If there is no document memorializing a meeting of the minds, the question of whether the parties have reached an agreement
in labor bargaining is an issue of fact. Skagit County, Decision 9329. A similar issue of fact was discussed by an examiner in
Kitsap County, Decision 8292-A (PECB, 2005): “While the guild presented evidence that at least some of its members and
officers took for granted a liberal release time policy for guild activities, the employer produced persuasive evidence that there
was no meeting of the minds between it and the guild over this use of release time.”

Regressive bargaining cannot be found if there is no meeting of the minds. The facts in this case show that there was no mutual

agreement on the Thoma settlement. Vick's January 13 th  letter criticizes the employer's recording of the settlement agreement
since it “was not the same agreement we discussed....” In his letter he states that the parties agreed Thoma could be reinstated

“without any interference with the pending grievance what so ever.” However, the January 6 th  settlement offer includes that
the Guild would withdraw its pending grievance and be able to submit a new grievance under certain new procedures. The
Commission has found that, “It is entirely possible that the parties had differing views of the meaning and intent of the changes
made, so that ‘like ships passing in the night’ they had no meeting of the minds ....” City of Yakima, Decision 3564-A (PECB,
1991). I find that there was no mutual agreement as to the settlement of Thoma's original grievance.

*13  The Guild argues that the employer's second offer went backwards by prohibiting the Guild from grieving the discipline.

It claims that the second offer was likely punishment for not signing off on the January 6 th  settlement offer. “Regressive
bargaining occurs when one party at the bargaining table in some manner evidences an attempt to make a proposal less
attractive.” City of Redmond, Decision 8863-A (PECB, 2006). In Columbia County, Decision 2322 (PECB, 1985) a violation
was found when the employer withdrew its total package proposal that contained a sick leave cash-out and substituted a new
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package without sick leave cash-out after the union rejected the employer's first total package. In order for a party to bargain
regressively, a bad faith element must infect the collective bargaining process. City of Redmond, Decision 8879-A (PECB,
2006).

Here, the employer did not engage in regressive bargaining. The employer did not show intent to frustrate the bargaining
process. It was Wuthrich who brought up a new proposal for the settlement agreement that led the chief to conclude there was
no final agreement. It is easy to see why the chief thought this was a new proposal and that the Guild still wanted to bargain
about new details of Thoma's reinstatement. The employer did not have to accept the new proposal from Wuthrich about putting
Thoma on layoff status.
 
Direct dealing —

The employer has a right to communicate directly with represented employees as long as there is no attempt to bargain with
one or more employees or as long as there is no other unlawful activity. Unlawful activity would include making statements
that undermine the status of the union as the exclusive bargaining representative of the employees. University of Washington,
Decision 10490-C (PSRA, 2011). The chief's motive was not to undermine the Guild. She wanted to quell corrosive rumors.

The Guild argues that employer communication to Guild members must be a neutral act, truthful and not purposefully
misleading, citing Spokane County, Decision 2793 (PECB, 1987). It sees the chief's e-mails as misleading. The Guild claims
that the chief's e-mail was factually untrue because Thoma had not rejected the settlement, since the parties were still having
discussions about it. The Guild argues that an employer cannot play politics with a union in the safest scenarios. Additionally,
it claims that since the chief only wrote about her willingness to bring Thoma back to work, but did not include certain waivers
that the employer sought, the e-mail was untruthful. The Guild contends that the chief crafted the e-mails in such a way as
to make it appear that the Guild was blocking Thoma from coming back to work. Employees, in fact, did contact Wuthrich
expressing confusion and/or displeasure with what the Guild had done, from how they interpreted the chief's e-mails.

The employer did not establish that the Guild leadership had been consulted in the Thoma settlement, as the chief wrote in her

January 14 th  e-mail. The January 14 th  e-mail that the chief sent to the entire department does not meet the accuracy standard
that direct communication to bargaining unit employees must maintain. However, the Guild failed to show that the chief's

January 7 th  e-mail was not truthful.
 
ISSUE 5: Did the employer interfere with employee rights by issuing threats of reprisal or force, or promises of benefits, to
bargaining unit members in connection with their union activities?
 
APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

*14  Employer interference with employee rights will be found where “a typical employee could, in the same circumstances
reasonably perceive the employer's actions as discouraging with his or her union activities.” City of Wenatchee, Decision 8802-
A (PECB, 2006), citing State — Corrections, Decision 7872-A (PSRA, 2003). Normally, an employer does not need to have an
intention to interfere with employee rights; the focus is on the employee's reasonable perception. Kennewick School District,
Decision 5632-A (PECB, 1996).

The general test for an independent interference claim (versus a derivative interference claim) is whether a reasonable employee
in the same situation would perceive the employer's actions to be discouraging to the employee's union activities. Grant County
Public Hospital District 1, Decision 8378-A (PECB, 2004). A complainant does not have to prove that the employer intended to
interfere. King County, Decision 8630-A (PECB, 2005). The complainant bears the burden of demonstrating that the employer's
conduct resulted in harm to employee rights. City of Wenatchee, Decision 8802-A.
 
LEGAL ANALYSIS
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When the chief granted disciplinary authority to the sergeants, both the sergeants and the patrol officers represented by the
Guild were be impacted by the change. They could both see that the employer was encouraging the severance of the sergeants
from the Guild bargaining unit. The patrol officers could reasonably perceive that their right to maintain their bargaining unit
was being discouraged by the employer. By granting “consequential discipline” to the sergeants, the employer interfered with
employee rights protected by the statute.
 

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The City of Spokane is a public employer within the meaning of RCW 41.56.030(12).

2. The Spokane Police Guild is a bargaining representative within the meaning of RCW 41.56.030(2). It is the exclusive
bargaining representative for all commissioned police employees, up to and including sergeants.

3. The Guild and the employer are parties to a collective bargaining agreement dated January 1, 2010, through December 31,
2011.

4. During or about the end of April 2010, Sergeant Troy Teigen sent an e-mail, through the employer's e-mail system, to Police
Chief Ann Kirkpatrick asking if the employer would support a separate unit of sergeants.

5. The chief e-mailed Teigen back, using the office e-mail, stating that she and the Mayor did not oppose having another
bargaining unit in the city. The chief stated that the sergeants could not use the employer's labor attorney; she gave the name
of a private attorney, who had represented the employer in an action brought by the Guild in the past and which was a matter
of public record. The chief also advised in her e-mail that she was willing to give the sergeants “consequential discipline” that
“should minimize any challenge [to the severance] if it doesn't stop a challenge in its tracks.”

*15  6. Throughout the month of May 2010, Teigen and Sergeant Anthony Giannetto sent e-mails to the Mayor and the chief
apprizing them of how the severance process was progressing. The chief responded that she would support the sergeants in
whatever they decided. She also expressed that she would welcome the sergeants being on the management team.

7. On June 13, 2010, Guild President Ernie Wuthrich e-mailed the chief that he had heard that she was going to give “some type
of disciplinary authority” to the sergeants. He asked what type of authority she had promised the sergeants. The chief answered
that she had forwarded his e-mail on to the employer's attorney for handling. Wuthrich never received any additional response.

8. The sergeants invited Wuthrich to attend a meeting that they were having to consider separating from the Guild bargaining
unit. The meeting was held in an employer building. Wuthrich did attend. At the meeting he learned that the chief had also
been invited to speak to the sergeants after Wuthrich was through. As he was leaving the meeting, Wuthrich saw the chief
come into the building.

9. The chief did attend the meeting. She spoke to the sergeants about the direction she wanted to take the department as well
as other matters.

10. On July 1, 2010, the chief granted sergeants, lieutenants, and captains, and civilian first line supervisors, authority as her
designee to administer discipline up to and including a written reprimand.

11. On January 5, 2011, Guild Attorney Chris Vick met with Assistant City Attorney Erin Jacobson. Guild President Wuthrich
was also present. They discussed the terms for settling a grievance involving Sergeant Brad Thoma and returning him to work.
They agreed that Jacobson would draft the settlement agreement.
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12. Jacobson sent the settlement letter to Vick for signature on January 6, 2011. The settlement set forth that the Guild would
“withdraw its pending grievance” and be able to “submit a new grievance related to Thoma's discipline, subject to the following
modified grievance procedure” which was then detailed.

13. In anticipation of scheduling Thoma for work, and since she had not received the signed settlement agreement, the chief

contacted Wuthrich sometime between January 6 th  — 10 th . During this conversation, Wuthrich conveyed that he wanted
Thoma's past to be considered a suspension, not a termination. The chief believed that this was a material change to the settlement
agreement, so she concluded that the agreement was void.

14. The chief sent an e-mail to all employees in the department on January 7 th . In it she detailed her offer to bring Thoma
back as a detective, but that the settlement agreement was not signed off by the Guild because it was her understanding that
the Guild wanted to grieve the demotion.

15. Vick, Jacobson, and the chief had a conference call on January 10 th . When Jacobson compared the points of the conference

call to the points of the January 5 th  meeting, she concluded that there was at least confusion, if not outright conflict, in the
Guild and the employer positions.

*16  16. Vick sent a letter to Jacobson on January 13, 2011, stating that “The agreement that was sent to me was not the same
agreement we discussed....”

17. On January 14, 2011, the chief sent an e-mail to the whole department which stated that she had offered to reinstate Thoma
at the rank of Detective, but that he decided to continue to arbitration after he had an opportunity to consult with the Guild
leadership, and others.

18. Wuthrich received calls from Guild members, in response to receiving the January 14, 2011 e-mail, questioning what the
Guild was doing in this matter.
 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Public Employment Relations Commission has jurisdiction in this matter pursuant to Chapter 41.56 RCW and Chapter
391-45 WAC.

2. By the chief attending a meeting of the sergeants, at their invitation, to answer questions where the Guild president also spoke
and he saw the chief enter the building, as described in Findings of Fact 8 and 9, the employer did not create an impression of
surveillance, thus it did not commit an interference violation under RCW 41.56.140(1).

3. By permitting the sergeants to use employer facilities and e-mail system to discuss severance from the Guild, as described in
Findings of Fact 4, 5, and 6, prior to the sergeants filing a petition for question concerning representation with the Commission,
the employer did not commit a domination or assistance violation, under RCW 41.56.140(2).

4. By supplying the name of a private attorney who had represented the employer in a previous action brought by the Guild, that
was a matter of public record, as described in Findings of Fact 5, the employer did not provide legal resources to the sergeants
for the purposes of severance, and thus it did not commit a domination or assistance violation under RCW 41.56.140(2).

5. By the chief advising the sergeants that she would give them consequential discipline to help them sever from the Guild and
then actually doing so, as described in Findings of Fact 5 and 10, the employer did commit a domination or assistance violation
under RCW 41.56.140(2) and (1).
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6. By unilaterally granting consequential discipline to the sergeants without bargaining with the Guild about the change in
working conditions, as described in Finding of Fact 10, the employer committed a refusal to bargain violation under RCW
41.56.140(4) and (1).

7. By failing to provided requested, relevant information to the Guild about the disciplinary authority of the sergeants, as
described in Finding of Fact 7, the employer committed a refusal to bargain violation under RCW 41.56.140(4) and (1).

8. By dealing directly with the sergeants about consequential discipline, and not with the Guild as the exclusive bargaining
representative of the sergeants, as described in Finding of Fact 5, the employer committed a refusal to bargain violation under
RCW 41.56.140(4) and (1).

9. By negotiating a settlement agreement, but not coming to a meeting of the minds about certain details, as described in Findings
of Fact 11, 12, 13, 15 and 16, the employer did not commit a refusal to bargain violation under RCW 41.56.140(4).

*17  10. By e-mailing the entire department an accurate statement of where the parties were in the settlement negotiations as
described in Finding of Fact 14, the employer did not commit a refusal to bargain violation under RCW 41.56.140(4).

11. By e-mailing the entire department an inaccurate statement of where the parties were in the settlement negotiations as
described in Findings of Fact 17 and 18, the employer did commit a refusal to bargain violation under RCW 41.56.140(4) and (1).

12. By granting disciplinary authority to the sergeants, a described in Finding of Fact 10, the employer committed an interference
violation under RCW 41.56.140(1).
 

ORDER

The City of Spokane, its officers and agents, shall immediately take the following actions to remedy its unfair labor practices:

1. CEASE AND DESIST from:
a. Giving greater disciplinary responsibilities to sergeants for the purposes of severance.

b. Unilaterally granting consequential discipline to the sergeants without bargaining with the Guild about the change in working
conditions.

c. Failing to provide requested, relevant information to the Guild about the disciplinary authority of the sergeants.

d. Dealing directly with the sergeants about consequential discipline, and not with the Guild as the exclusive bargaining
representative of the sergeants.

e. E-mailing the entire department an inaccurate statement of where the parties were in the settlement negotiations.

f. In any other manner interfering with, restraining or coercing its employees in the exercise of their collective bargaining rights
under the laws of the state of Washington.

2. TAKE THE FOLLOWING AFFIRMATIVE ACTION to effectuate the purposes and policies of Chapter 41.56 RCW:
a. Restore the status quo ante by reinstating the wages, hours and working conditions which existed for the employees in the
affected bargaining unit prior to the unilateral change in the consequential disciplinary authority granted the sergeants found
unlawful in this Order.
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b. Provide relevant, requested information to the Guild that would allow the Guild to fulfill its role as the exclusive bargaining
representative.

c. Give notice to and, upon request, negotiate in good faith to agreement or receipt of an interest arbitration award with the
Spokane Police Guild, before making changes in wages, hours and working conditions for bargaining unit employees.

d. Post copies of the notice provided by the Compliance Officer of the Public Employment Relations Commission in conspicuous
places on the employer's premises where notices to all bargaining unit members are usually posted. These notices shall be
duly signed by an authorized representative of the respondent, and shall remain posted for 60 consecutive days from the date
of initial posting. The respondent shall take reasonable steps to ensure that such notices are not removed, altered, defaced, or
covered by other material.

*18  e. Read the notice provided by the Compliance Officer into the record at a regular public meeting of the City Council
of the City of Spokane, and permanently append a copy of the notice to the official minutes of the meeting where the notice
is read as required by this paragraph.

f. Notify the complainant, in writing, within 20 days following the date of this order, as to what steps have been taken to comply
with this order, and at the same time provide the complainant with a signed copy of the notice provided by the Compliance
Officer.

g. Notify the Compliance Officer of the Public Employment Relations Commission, in writing, within 20 days following the
date of this order, as to what steps have been taken to comply with this order, and at the same time provide him with a signed
copy of the notice he provides.

ISSUED at Olympia, Washington, this 22nd day of December, 2011.

 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION

 
Katrina I. Boedecker
Examiner

This order will be the final order of the agency unless a notice of appeal is filed with the Commission under WAC 391-45-350.

NOTICE

STATE LAW GIVES YOU THE RIGHT TO:
· Form, join, or assist an employee organization (union)

· Bargain collectively with your employer through a union chosen by a majority of employees

· Refrain from any or all of these activities except you may be required to make payments to a union or charity under a lawful
union security provision
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THE WASHINGTON PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION CONDUCTED
A LEGAL PROCEEDING AND RULED THAT THE CITY OF SPOKANE COMMITTED AN

UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICE AND ORDERED US TO POST THIS NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES:
WE UNLAWFULLY gave greater disciplinary responsibilities to police sergeants to assist their severance from the Spokane
Police Guild.

WE UNLAWFULLY granted consequential discipline to the sergeants without bargaining with the Guild about the change in
working conditions.

*19  WE UNLAWFULLY failed to provide requested, relevant information to the Guild about the disciplinary authority of
the sergeants.

WE UNLAWFULLY dealt directly with the sergeants about adding consequential discipline to their duties, and not with the
Guild as the exclusive bargaining representative of the sergeants.

WE UNLAWFULLY e-mailed the entire department an inaccurate statement of where the parties were in the settlement
negotiations.

TO REMEDY OUR UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES:
WE WILL remove the consequential disciplinary authority granted the sergeants.

WE WILL provide relevant, requested information to the Guild that will allow the Guild to fulfill its role as the exclusive
bargaining representative.

WE WILL give notice to and, upon request, negotiate in good faith to agreement or receipt of an interest arbitration award with
the Spokane Police Guild, before making changes in wages, hours and working conditions for bargaining unit employees.

WE WILL NOT, in any other manner, interfere with, restrain, or coerce our employees in the exercise of their collective
bargaining rights under the laws of the State of Washington.
DO NOT POST OR PUBLICLY READ THIS NOTICE.

AN OFFICIAL NOTICE FOR POSTING AND READING WILL BE PROVIDED BY THE COMPLIANCE
OFFICER.

The full decision is published on PERC's website, www.perc.wa.gov.

Footnotes
1 Commission records show that the Federal Way Police Guild was certified on March 18, 1997 in City of Federal Way, Decision

5875 (PECB, 1997), to represent a bargaining unit of “All full-time and regular part-time commissioned police officers of the City of

Federal Way, excluding supervisors, confidential employees, and all other employees of the employer.” The certification does not list

what ranks are included in the bargaining unit. There is a later Commission certification for the Federal Way Lieutenants Association

to represent a bargaining unit of commissioned lieutenants. City of Federal Way, Decision 8825, (PECB, 2005). The record is unclear

whether the supervisors who were granted consequential discipline to be separated from the police officers held the rank of sergeant or

lieutenant. If the rank involved sergeants, it appears that the supervisors were severed from the unit by agreement among the parties.
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2 That decision also contains a detailed recitation of the legislative history of the federal law pertaining to a “domination” unfair labor

practice.

2011 WL 6917514 (Wash.Pub.Emp.Rel.Com.)

End of Document © 2013 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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